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INTRODUCTION
tfo&ehara of Physical Education Activities should
Identify and understand the problem that are ever present
not only in relation to the problem of the school# but also
to the problems of the community and of the homes from
which pupils come*

Teachers must justify and adapt the

program of Physical Education in the light of pupil needs f
growth* and development#

fherefore* Physical Education
/

will become more than a 11way” of Education* a ttpbaoeri of
Education? it is Education* of and by the physical.
the Physical Education program should be so well
organised and adminlatorod that results will .giro pupils

greater emotional stability| better integrated personalities %
higher development of leadership| better fellowship! improved
social understandings! and desirable skills and techniques

for the better use of leisure time*

It can contribute much

to the rest of the school program by reaching the objectives

Physical Education strives to accomplish*

flic extent to

which .Physical Education contributes to pupil well-being

V

depends

upon-such factors m

equipment* leadership#

time

allotment# onteat of the program In the school#
classification'of pupils# else of classes# eligibility#
evaluations of progress and credit# provision;, for first
ale! and safety# end records*
By what criteria shall the adequacy of the physical
and health education programs by judged!

The answer to

this question say be found in the effect the program has

upon the life of the pupil, Thmo outcomes may bo
determined to a largo degree by finding the answers to
questions about the pupils such met
M a m health understandings and health practices
bean improved?

Mas there boon an improvement in bodily mechanics#
good posture# and activity skills?
Have remediable defects b an corrected or improved?
Hava pupils acquired joy and activity in play?
Hava pupils experienced the activities which help
to make the best use of leisure time?
Has good sportsmanship been stressed and learned on
the playfield and has It carried over into the other
situations of the school# community and the hornet

vi

Has a greater degree of honesty, a greater
loyalty*. a greater respect for others been
developed?

Is there more joy and happiness in the school
room, on the playfield, in the community and
in the home?
Have the qualities of leadership and fellowship
of more individuals been improved?
Have the pupils been given opportunities to
become more intelligently self-directing in
planning programs and in choosing with
discrimination activities that will especially
promote growth and development?
With the .exception of the pupil, the most important
factor In any learning situation is the teacher#

the

success of the teacher’s work should be measured by the
way he studies and analyses situations in. relation to the
pupil, the home, and the community, and by the way in which
he applies his knowledge in teaching-learning situations*
A teacher then must be evaluated in terms of the whole
program - - in terms of objectives, methods and results!
interests inside and outside of school; desire and ability
to assume personal responsibility as a member of the
community*

vti

fhore arc certain definite essentials which, are
common to good Physical Education programs.
ho stated m

follows;

Those may

every pupil enrolled in the school

should participate daily in the Physical Education program;
the program should be adapted to the needs of individual,
pupils; the analysis, evaluation and adaptation of all

rhysical Education activities are essential; and the
program should provide for a thorough health appraisal,
given at such times as are deemed necessary to dot ermine
the actual health status of the pupil*

Another essential

is that the school environment should be well planned,
equipped, m d supervised to provide safe living m d to
foster lasting health habits among children*
The fhyaleal Education program -which follows has
been designed for small five-year high schools «4th
enrolImentaof loss than one hundred boys*

This program

Is actually prepared for SmithfioM High School* In
SmifchfieXd, Virginia*

viil

After considering tho many way# to organise the
Physical Education classes In Smith!!eld High School* it
was decided that# sine© there are only three periods
available per day for Physical Education in the schedule,

tho moat desirable method would be to- airid# tho pupils
according to- the classes in which they arc actually members#
fills method has been approved by Dr* Harold lock, Director
of Health and Physical Education■of the Stats of Virginia*
An organisation such as this wot&d mean that all
the eighth grade pupils {twenty*!1?© to thirty) would be
In cue section* all tho ninth grade pupils {twenty to
twenty*!!?©) would bo together* and the tenth* ©loventh,
and twelfth grade pupils (thirty to thirty*!!?©) would
be In the- cam© class*

fhis method of organisation was

decided upon so that tho students would derive more benefit
and wholesome development from participation in. classes
consisting' of students of, for tho most part, their own
age and mental and physical level*

Students also benefit

from experiencing to a greater extent the entire range
1
of activities covering the full five year program*
For

Mucoticn,. (St* L
w r r —

in, T m Curriculum in Health and Physical
o u i s " " ' j g g * *

when a five year program is inaugurated only one
group * «* the eighth grade «• «* trill experience tho
entire program m d therefore should be permitted to
eontinuo along together rather than become integrated

with some other group who m y graduate after two or
three years#

It follows that the ninth grade will foe

able to take four years of Physical Education and thereby
more nearly have an opportunity to experience the entire
range of activities while those in the upper grades will
foe handicapped In that only one grade * ** the tenth ** **
will recievw as much as six eeseeafcera of work#

Since

some three classes must foe grouped together to meet
schedule requirements * *** three periods per toy - «* tho
members of the tenth, eleventh, and twelfth grades are
considered better able* both physically and mentally, to
enjoy the various activities as a group thmn any other
combination of grades, for instance, the eighth, eleventh*

Z

and twelfth grades*

K
"
”u'

%

two things had to be considered to arranging the
Physical Education schedule, the Smlthfield High School:
eurrtoutaii and the limit## faculty to the school*. When
% o M M enters bh# eighth grad# h# takes# fan the most
part# required aufej#ot^»bb#f taught to the outto#' .grad#

during tho # « # periods and it is# therefore# easier to
plate all those student© in on# Physical Education class*
Almost tho ©am# is true for the- ninth .grade as tho student
Is still .taking' his required units,,- hut as a student enters
the later years of his high school career he usually finds
that ha has nor# choice, making fret periods for this group
fewer*

thus if all the students to. the tenth, eleventh,

.and twelfth grades are scheduled for the- same period to
Physical Iducation it simplifies schedule making#

tinder

these circumstance# «* ■** tiire# periods per day ■* *■ authorities
■to the field of l^ystoal Education# a# Irwin} Staley^ lack?
and Williamsf hat# todlouted that this method, of organisation
would b# s-atiaf&atapy#

pp.

. 163.

hs* c» Staley# fh# ..durrlcultm in..Snorts
{Champaign# Illinois; l f ^ 5 s -^ ® I S ® 1 ^ 0 ^ 5 a S y , 19^-0),

ppm ly8 199*
$ HaroM dhole# Statam&nt to Interview* July, 19^7*
^ <1* F* Williams, Principals of .physical Bluestton
(Philadelphia.; W* 8* SanitHbFs’l7 i ^
pp* 300 ** 305*.
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At the present time there are limited Physical
Education and Recreational facilities, both in the town

and at the high school, but it is believed this situation
can be changed if enough interest can be aroused in
recreational activities*

To the student who graduates

from the school and other persons interested in recreation,
Smithfield offers only the high school gymnasium, three
tennis courts, a baseball diamond and a playfield, 660
feet by IfGO feet*

The nearest golf courses or bowling

alleys are over twenty-five miles away and even these
are antiquated*

The people of the town enjoy athletics

from a spectator *s point of view as well as through
participation*

The Physical Education teacher can

introduce his program to his pupils and instruct them in
such a manner as to develop a lifelong interest in many
activities which will be an Influence on the other
inhabitants*

It seems advisable to emphasise those

activities which can be enjoyed individually with the

xiX
limited facilities now afforded constituting a major
consideration In choosing thee© activities*
toother factor to be considered is that there had
not boon m

organised Physical Mutation program in toe

school nor had the school participated in interscholastic
sports other than basketball and baseball until
In 19t#6 football was begun on a small scale and
met with such enthusiasm that a field is being constructed
with lighting and seating facilities for both football
and baseball*
Tho interest in football combined with the interest
and enthusiasm shown for the sports already organised is
evidence that the community ae a whole, as well -as the
people individually# enjoy recreational activities and would
support a more varied program than, just the major sports
of the high school *
Since much of the Physical Education program can
be carried on out-of-doors, the use of outside facilities
should be carefully planned and arranged for groups of

xiii

different aged# sizes and sex, and. for different types
of activities*

All surfaces should he free of holes#

obstructions-, or projections*

Uprights and suspended

equipment should be tested frequently to prevent accidents*
Courts should, he well marked*

indoor facilities should

include an. adequate playroom or gymnasium, with sufficient
lockers, showers and dressing rooms for boys and girls*
The gymnasium space should be planned and arranged to
provide the greatest possible number of different
activities for boys and girls*
In the high school it is desirable to have a double
forty-five minute period or one period of at least sixty
minutes for the activity.

Schedule arrangements should

permit participation, in Physical Education by all pupils*
Definiteness and regularity of schedule time will aid in
promoting, a wider use of facilities and equipment*

In

addition to the regularly scheduled programs, there should
be opportunity for pupils to participate in a leisure-time
program before and after school,, -as well as during- the
noon hour*

xiv

Boys and girls should not be denied the opportunity
to enjoy the thrill ■of acquiring and developing skill in
games suited to their- individual needs; the experience,
of team membership,', with its innumerable opportunities
to learn and practice responsibility* good leadership,
and good fellowship; the joy that comes- with participation
in a contest well played; and the Increasing enjoyment
in learning various types of activities which may be
engaged in during leisure hours*

Uo pupil, should be

excused from the program because of general organic or
nervous weakness or a crippled condition, injury or health
hazard*

All pupils whose physical condition indicates

a needed, adjustment should be assigned to an adapted
Physical Education class until a change is considered
desirable*

7

For the best results in teaching fundamentals and
* m .

of th.

„ « « « «

oXassaSf

with a maximum of forty pupils, are advisable.
Beside native ability, specific training in subject
matter and in method is required for the highest success in

'•*
7 S. C* Staley, The Curriculum in Sports
(Champaign, Illinois: IHpeF'^EnrSEiHg^ycSpany, 19^0),
p. 211.
0 ibid., pp. 313- - 314*

teaching#

Underlying all'-specific techniques "there are.:

certain principles of procedure which' generally apply
and- are drawn -from the knowledge of how pupils learn
an<i the ways in-which the teacher may plan his teaching
on the* basis of actual pupil, needs# . fhess include i
the application of the laws of learning such as the
primary laws of readiness, exercise and effect %

the

recognition that interest is a prime factor in learnings
the recognition that activity is- necessary ■and that
learning; takes place best when activities are related!
and the recognition of the different types of learning
and the need for appropriate modification of techniques#
Another- underlying factor is the provision for the .mental
health of the 'child through learning conditions' free'- ■
from fear- and worry,, guiding the work so as to contribute
to the welfare of the school, discovering abilities of
the child and permitting an exercise of these abilities
to produce self-confidence and self-respect, -and insistence
upon reasonable standards of achievement ■and behavior #

ml
AI00# fch© provision of training situations itilch
develop'ethics and character, and tho provision for the
worthy use of wholesome ©motional attitudes arc of
primary importance*
All teaching must be planned to include general

and specific

skill materials , outcomes,

methods- of teaching,- time allotment and emphasis %
Special adaptations of any program of Physical
Education- are necessary as all schools vary somewhat
necessitating new and varied arrangements to comply
with dlffere&eea in needs, equipment, facilities and
facuities*
fhere is only one Physical Education -Instructor
in Smithfiold High

School to teach both boys * and

girls1' Physical Education -class©©# The equipment and
facilities available for use in tho Physical
t

Education

Claeses Iti Smithfield High School are*
1 gym floor « thirty-sld. feet by seventy-two feet*
% basketball goals,
it gym mats - five foot by ten foot*
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3 regulation basketballs
ll volt basketballs
0 volleyballs
1 wrestling mat **■ twenty feet by twenty feet

6
6
3
1
3
3
2
1
1

softball bats
volt softballs
regulation softballs
playfleld ♦ 660 feet by 1^00 feet
volt footballs
volt soccer balls
softball catchers1 masks
stop watch
whistle

ommm i
m m m

momm

in all phase# of to© toysieiil Mueattoti Frogram
to© pupils mutt have the i^ortonity to prattle© the best
health habits#
there is no State pliawi Health Cterieulum for
Virginia auto as m m w fhf$im2 Bluesier© advocate mstog:
to High ©oho©!#*

Because m

dtftoii© plan has been

devised by the State Department of Maeabtoh# Health#
and Physios! Mue&tton*- though they have many eompetent
parson# iwktog on such a plan at the Hadisor College
fortehop toich plan ia supposed to bo completed by the
Fall of 19W* a plan that ha© been approved by Dr* Harold
d&ofc# Directed of toe State Department of Mueatien# Health#
and. fhyaioal Muoatton#'hat been devised*'
A sound educational philosophy ia eenoemed with the

development of toe whole person*

it recognises* therefore#

the importance of toe physical aspects of toe individual*
the current philosophical emphasis to education is toe

guidance of children in selfdirected democratic
experiences *

It Is the function of philosophy to

Integrate and tic together the contributions from
all field® of human knowledge so as to plan better
for the present and future education of children#
Students should realise the Importance of health*
Tho health of Its people is one of the greatest resources
of a country*

It ia listed m

principles of education?

o m of the "cardinal

tot$ staticties released

during and after war emergencies roved a m m fe too large
1

percentage of unfit manpower#

this indicates that there

Is a wide discrepancy between our health knowledge and
present practice*
Hie problem of health education is to teach all
children* at each stage of their development* and adults
the knowledge necessary' for the® to attain and maintain
the host possible health*

fhia knowledge must be functional!

behind It must be the individual *e desire to m o the facts
for the bettor health of all#

1* F# fiillama and C* h* Brownell* fhe Adminiatration
of Health mtl Physical Bduoafcion (fhlladolp}'1ST"¥*;3i#cr¥StiSS©f^
wT K 3 w‘
^o^^

pp.* 33 * 35#

3
Following la tho outline of the Health Program
which r/ss devised by the writer under the supervision

of Dr# Harold Jack, Director of tho State Department
of Health, Education and. Physical Education;
2

3U

Purposes and needs for health instruction*
A* Purposes

1#

To instruct pupi:.s so that they may conserve
and improve their own health*^

2*

To teach pupils the habits and principles of'
living which throughout their school life and
in. later years will assure the abundant vigor
and vitality which provide the basis for
greatest possible happiness and service in
personal* family, and community life-*9-

3#

To influence parents and other adults, through
health education program for children to better
habits .and attitudes so that the school may
become an affective agency for the promotion
of the social aspect of health education in
the family and community as well m tho school
itself**

t|.« To improve the individual and community life of
the future,, to Insure a bettor second generation,
and still bettor third generation.! & healthier,
fitter national ?eee*&

IbM*

, pp«f199 * 312#

3 S M *

» PP- 199 - 212.

JMS*

* PP* 199 * 212*

5 ibid*

# pp. 199 - 212*

® Notes on lectures In 'Physical Education i'/ortahop"
College of William and Mary, Summer 194?, Instructors t
Martha Barksdale and Kenneth ftawlinson*

k
B*

Q m m n l health objectives*/

1#

To- disprove the general physical condition
of tho individual so that he may function
normally, avoid disease*, and bettor fit
himself for his life work*

2*

To develop the .functional power of each
individual consonant with his needs and
capacities*

3*

To develop the psycho«*physiosi potentialities

of the individual' In terms of habits, behavior,
and knowledge*
4*

To develop in the pupils on interest in good
body mechanics through self^appraisal and
group adjustment*

5*

To present to tho pupils health, instruction
material that Is progressive* scientific* and

individualised•
8

0*

Ioaeor.a for health education*
1*

lore emphasis being placed on individual and
group health*

2*

llation more health conscious than ever before

3*

Present health practices are poor as evidenced
by
a* Hilltary service and draft records
b* Other medical reports*
e«0bservation concerning the spread of
oommunlc&blo diseases,
d* Increase in organic and nervous disorders*
e* The development of physical defects during
childhood*

fm&*

#

® 1* P* Will lams and 0* 1* Brownell the Adminbfcration
of Health and Physical Education {Philadelphiat tf* B* Baunders
and Company* Third Edition* 1946) pp* 32 ~ 35*

s
5*

Children n m d training m d instruction in
hmttbfal living because
a* Soma elements in modern complex
; civilisation arc- unhygienic.
b# 'Fha traditional#. often tme&ueated*
'■ attitude toward disease is unsound*
0* teaching in the past has boon
* largely negative*
4# People have insufficient health.

" knowledge *
If.* Habit# affect health as demonstrated by

a* frevtiitoriii® treatment*
b* athletic training*
e* $fce result of improvement in. diet
■ and other living conditions*
4* Experlenee of certain individual#
who. have enjoyed unusually long
life*
#* ffee result of special experiments in
health education*
5*

other reasons for having health education in
the Whfsloal Sducatiem protesta# it makes clear to all teachers that
the administration in charge of the
school system expects health
education to he an. active part of
the school pragma*
ha It insures the' completeness of the
program m a whole •

D#

Seep* of health -education
1*

Health protection
a* Sanitation of school*
b* physical examitmblon*

Zm

Correction of defects
a* inform parent# and urge correction
{lj Doctors
121 Burses
(3) Free clinics

6
b# Physically handicapped

{1) Special alasa©a
(2) Health Improvement classes
where corrections can be made'
3*

Health promotion,
a* ihe hygienic arrangement of the
program to provide healthful school
living
{1} Planning recesses
(2) Amount of homework allowed
(35 Kinds of examinations
(If) Sequence of subjects
(5) lumber of pupils per class
(6) hunch room
(7) Other reasons ■
b* Physical education program
(1) Provides play activities and
body building activities that'
contribute to physical health*
..mental health* and social adjust*
'■ment
i‘
.2) It also develops skill and coordi*
7‘’ nation* contributes to worthy
citizenship by developing the
ability to get on with other
individuals1 builds sportsmanship
and personality! Ibads' to wise
use of leisure time*
o#. Health education
(!) temperance agencies
(2) State laws

Sf* _Underlying principles
A*

Some of the principles which4re the foundation
of health instruction in high school#
1*

One *s health is determined by both his
heredity and his mode of.living •
a*
b*

Bo uniformity of healthful living
Health not determined entirely by
habits*

Health education is the joint responsibility
of the home and 'school
a* School should supplement desirable
’ learnings taught at home
b* Also school should help students
not taught at home
In the elementary school#- health' education
is principally experienced through the
classroom teacher
a* Habits formed by doing
b* Classroom teacher ‘should see that
children experience good habits
Health education must be aceepted by the
administrative authorities of the school
as a part of the education program If it
Is to succeed
Effective health education demands the
understanding# sympathy# cooperation# and
support of health specialist in the school
system
Health training and instruction should
contribute to the easier accomplishment of
medicine# nursing# and dental services*
Their services# even when remedial# should
contribute to the health education of the
Child

a* Health education in the classroom
is a force in the prevention and
correction of remediable defects
h* Doctors# nurses# dentists# etc*.#
should contribute to the child’s
wholesome experiences
The promotion of teacher health Is important
to the health education program as well as
to the quality and cost of education

8
a* Health of teacher Important
b* Also teacher *s attitude toward
,health education

8* The professional shill and initiative of
the' teacher constitutes a most valuable
element In the health training of the child
a# Arrangement of, the program should
be made so that the constructive
and creative contributions of the
individual teacher may be fostered
b* Teacher and pupil made problems
for projects are usually better
than"those assigned by health
directors
9•

III*

It Is necessary to develop health practices
of the child before he is old enough to
understand the scientific reasons upon
which these practices are based*
a*- Health training begins at home
b* Practice is.needed before knowledge
is possible

General Currieultra Considerations
A* Procedures
1* Cooperative activities
a* Interpretation of the health
. program to the' home
b* The correction of physical defects
e* The prevention of communicable
diseases
d. The control of communicable diseases
e* Maintaining hygienic conditions in
the school building

9
(X) Ventilation

(2) lighting
(3) Sanitation
CoJ Adjustment of seat and desk

2*

Boutine procedure in the school program

&•
b*

B«

foxghlng and measuring
The morning health review in
classrooms

c#

(1) Inspection
£2) Checking health habits
C3) Observing symtoms of Illness
liid^maratng lunch

dm

Relaxation period

Methods of instruction

1* .Division of work into -units
a« Dae of the child interest approach
(1} Involves interest at different

b*

grade levels
{2 ) Materials should be supplied so
teacher can encourage pupil
Initiative
(3)
Pupils should also learn
through experience
Das of individual participation
{1} It material requires activity*
then the methods of Instruction
must- allow it
(2) Class instruction should be
formal

o*

Other methods of instruction
(1} Methods should be related to
objectives
(a) Pupil participation encouraged
£b) Teachers should inform
pupils of their objectives

Local situations should, he used In

teaching
a* Cafeteria
b* Health' examination
a* Football team
d* Accidents in school
■■©# Other similar problems
Discussions
a* General group discussions
b* Division1into small work group
c.*. Panel discussion
Activities and problems
a* Activities arising out of interest
b* Projects should bo carefully
chosen and planned
(1) Pupils- should be allowed
' , freedom in working
(2 ) lay work in groups or
Individually
Provision of scientific materials
a, Books* pamphlets# magaelnes* etc**
should be made available
b* Research attitudes and procedures:
should be developed In attacking
problems
Visual instruction
a* Use of graphs* charts* posters*
film slides# etc*# adds to
effeetlvenas of instruction
Special 'Lectures and demonstration®
a* Demonstradon of technique by
qualified individual
b* Laboratory demonstrations

11

8*

Teacher example
a# Influence os student fit and other#

0* Material#
1* Printed matter
&« Gov&r&ttteatal aganoi&a
(1) Office of Education
(2) 0* S* Public Health Service
in Department of Treasury
(3) State Department of Health
(%} State Department of Education
(5) local Health Department
to) local School System

(?) Other similar agencies
b# Societies, Association® .and Private

Agencies
(1) American
Physical
(2 ) American
(3) American

Association for Health,
Education* and Recreation
Dental

Association

Dietetics Association

(4) American Federation of Organisation
of the Hard of Hearing

(5) American Heart Association
(6) American 'Home Economics Association
(?) American Medical Association
(3) American Burses Association

(9) American
(10)American
(iDtoerioan
(12)American
{13)American
Cancer

Public Health Association
Hod Grose
School Health Association
Social Hygianle Association
Society for Control of

Congress for Parent# and
Teachers
(15|National Safety Council
(lo)national Society for Prevention
of Blindness
Cl?)Ilational Tuberculosis Association
(l8)l?ati0naX Women's (Kristian
Temperance totem

12

(19)Hoefcefell*r PouMatioij.
(20)MlXb$nk Memorial WmuI
(21}Hu0Sell Saga Foundation
(22}Slgnal Proas
(23IW# K# Kellogg Foundation
(HijjMany others
e*

Hommerolal or somi^eommere Iol

agencies
(!) Metropolitan life Insurance
Company
(2) John Hancock Life Insurance

Company
(3) Batloml .Dairy Council
(Jp) Irradiated Evaporated Milk
Institute
(5 ) Also others
d*
2#

Health libraries

Visual Education Material
a* still pictures
Cl| Charts
(2)
Models
(31 Prints
(If} lantern slides
b* Motion Pictures
Cl) Films are now availahe on
almost every phase of health
education
e* Hygionie Museums

Befinltionsi

9

Health Education **

is the sum of experiences which

favorably influence habits# attitudes, and knowledge relating
to Individual# community# and racial health#

Healthful Education,# A Program for Public Schools
and Teacher,frainln^ Insti.t^t.^^sT,
11000^ "*g|r^

G^rotteeonllealWrrotoemTS^^mations Hew forks Bureau
of Publication# Teachers College § Columbia University*

13
School Health Education - ~ is that pant of health
education that takes place in school on through efforts
organised and conducted by school personnel*
Hygiene « ~ is- the applied science of healthful
living! it provides the basic scientific knowledge upon
which desirable health practices are founded*
Sanitation ~ -**■ is the application of scientific
measures for improving or controlling the healthfulness
of the environment*
Health ~ ♦ in the human organism is that condition
which permits optimal functioning of the individual
enabling him to live most and to serve best in personal
and social relationships*
Health Instruction - - is that organisation of
\

learning experiences directed toward the development of
favorable health knowledge, attitude, and practices*
Health .Service - * comprises all those procedures
designed to determine the health status of the child, to
enlist his cooperation in health protection and
maintenance, to inform parents of the defects that may be
present, to prevent disease, and to correct remediable
defects*

BeaXtfefuX School bivlng

is a t m m that

designate# th# provision of & i®ttoX#asmo envtrofi«©nt#
the organisation of a

healthful school day* and the

astahlSehwnt of such toacher-pupil relationships a#
make a safe end. sanitary school# fovorohlo to the hoot

development end living of pupils and- teachers*
Health E&a&inetion ** ** la that phase of health
ear vie# Which soaks through oxmimtlon fey physicians#
d&nfciota* ani other qualified gpoettlicts to -dot#"ssisie
the physical* mental# and easohionaX health of

m

individual*

Ourrteular Outline
1h# following is an outline for a health program
for a ttm year high school ooiaplete »ith msmplos on
how to present the various topics or activities which
are suggested for each grade:
Eighty Grade

1* Paroon&X hygiene
&#

introduction to whole p * o h l « of health
h« Survey of feho school situation with regard
to health

IS

1# that thingo need improving
2# Slhat things show evidence of
3*
S*

healthful procedures and p?act loos
Are the students doing their part
to make fcho school a healthful place

Study r@sul.ts of physical examination given at
beginning of school'
a* Help students know important implication
conclusions from resulte of their examinations1* Stress. is$ortanoe of regular
■examination

•g* Cleanliness
Pilmo ** Cleanliness «* clean face and 'hands* use
revised eSilio» wir poseIble
a* Halation to health* happiness and appearance
b* ClonalInass of body
1* importance of regular bathing* etc*
e« Cleanliness of clothes and surroundings
D«

fho Slit
Fils# ** toe Skin * use latest film

a*. Whafe. causes bXaclmeads* pimples* etc#
b# How to care for the skin
1# Special class for girls to use of
cosmetics «► how to apply* remove* etc#
B«

Coro of the. Teeth
Filn# » Caro of the, fceth * or others

F*

Functions and Dane of the %o@.
Fllmo * 33o# .the .fees ftoclipn and How fbu See It
a# Ooa^pSpo"eyiT'o a ^ W m m S T ”
’
b# Discuss why some people must wear glasses
c* there to go to .have glasses fitted

o

jv i! f i l m s l i s t e d
f ilm lib r a r y #

can b e sco u red

fr o m t h e S t a t e
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III*

G«

Function and cane of cana
Fill# * Hcwr Ban Functions
•a* How wo 'San
—
b* Discuss methods of cleaning ears
c# How deafness is caused by diseased
tonsils and adenoids
d* Hew heading aids

H.

Hair
a* lfthat causes baldness
b* How and when to wash the hair
c* Importance of brushing
1* Glass in hair styles for girls

I*

Hands and. nails
a. ’Carrier of germs
b* How to care for them

J*

Feet
Film* -*■ The Feet
a* How to^wallc""properly
b# Importance of shoes that fit
c* Causes of treatment of athlete1s foot

£*

Posture
Film** Posture - use latest releasea. Bffecfs ofmpoor posture on health
and on appearance
b. How to Improve posture

Community hygiene
A*

What is community hygiene or health

B*

Part each individual has in total program
a* Film* - Defending the Pity*a Health
b. Other films^"''available J

C«

local health services
a* Hurses
b* Clinics
c* Hospitals

>

* All films listed can be secured from the State
film library*

0* State Health Services
a*

Department of health

£*

llatural Health Service ■

F#

City ifater Supply
a* "frtp to seo city ©ator worha
b* Study of that system of pin*ifteatton
I* Study of other systems

0*

City sewage

Filial » Sewage Disposal
4#
H*

City garbage disposal
a#

How often and by what moans*

Minth Grade
fee 'Iforiodo for fitoeh
Or
Seventy ** Two Periods Par Semester
Safety
4# Importance of developing safe habits
1* Investigation of’deaths and injuries due
to accidents in .nature
Z* Discuss with group accidents they have had
and causes

Films listed can be secured from the State
film library#
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B*

Discuss safety in the school
1. 'Running in halls* pushing on stops*
crossing streets without' looking,

hanging out of windows* ato*
C#

Safot’
V' at play
Fils# ** Safety at .Play and Vacation Safety
1# FIafIng^^nroaiTno t" us ingmaHS“'wEIl5
catching, dangerous typos of activities,eta*

B*

Safety to home
Fita* ** Safety .In the .Home
1, Slippery stairs, loose ruga, unmarked medicine
bottles, open fires, etc#

B#

Safety as a pedestrian
Fllffia ** Street Safety.
1# Jay imEEsT^^oae-ing agaMst light

F*

Safe and good driving

1. investigation by committee m

to natural
death rate and injury rate due to accidents#
fheoommon causes of the accidents, age of
drivers# Also data on State and local
records# Discusa findings#
2*. Report m% state l m & governing the obtaining
3#

of drivers*s licenses#
Give standardised test on safe driving
a# Discuss results

b*
c#

Attempt to find bm many actually
practice the good procedure they know
Film# -** We JDrIvors'

Begin ins trwSSSn c o w s 0 in how to drive
C Say be possible to get State to send
an instructor)

a#
b#
0#

State laws
Cl) Speed
(2 )
Hand signals
Important parts of an automobile
A M s In judging distance

& All films- listed can bo- secured from the State
f U m library#

d%
e*.
ft
g*
h*
it
Jt

Bribing os open highway
Driving In the city
Parking and hacking
Alda for night driving
Hoad courtesy and polltoneos
Oar insurance
Inspection

First Aid Course
A* Definition of first aid

B*

0#

B#

When it should he used
Humber of accidents occurring, inUnited States
1* Importance of first aid'2* Discuss times the student felt hecould
.have used first aid, had he had the know**
ledge
3* Accidents that were saved from fatal results
'through first aid
-Bow to report &u accident

Eft Clve Junior Bed Cross Course

1* Instruction from Had Cross may be obtained
films on first
a* Minor gouads
bft ^ £ t r ^ nol^5leejdlM

Tenth Grade
Two Periods Per Week
Or

Seventy ** Two Periods Per Semester
Mental Hygiene
A# How we learn

All films listed can be secured at the State
film library*.
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FIl# * Learning and gravity
1* Give'Ms^iSy hSlt /■queWlonnaire
2. Factors affecting learning
3* Developing good habits
Ij.# Factor in retention
B*

Bow individuals differ
1* What Makes a person "quiet# "Talkative#
"shy," etc*

Cm

Importance of adjustment with fellow
students

D*

Getting along and relations with parents,
brothers,- .and sisters*

B*

What makes us what we are
1*' Heredity,

a* Film* ~ Heredity
2* Motives
3* Impulses
Growth patterns
F*

Importance of outside interests and recreations
1* Film* «* Recreation

Gm

Data on number of mental cases in United .States
1* Discussion of mental Institutions in our
State

H#

Main causes of mental disorder
1* Reports by committee on various mental
Illnesses

I*
II*

Some of more important cures

Personal Hygiene

Am

CoMmunicable diseases
i» Golds
a* Fill# **- Confessions of % Gold
b* How many'T'tcdXd.s,liave members of class had
this winter*

^All films listed can be secured from the State
film library*

a
ft*. Cite statistics concerning days lost
from school due to ftolds
d* How they weaken body for other diseases
o* Causes of colds
■f* How to prevent colds
B*

Childhood diseases

1# Ue&sleo
2* Mumps
1* Dlptheria
q * Smallpox
$* Rheumatic Fever
a*

Causes* prevention 4vaccination)*

quarantine* etc*

0*

•tuberculosis
1* Flliwc - gooa
and .How
.1*

StatTStlSc

ot

bye Mr,
* Qorm and f* S*
¥* B#

a* Sanatorium in Virginia
3* Ot*r pre&ent cures
{$.* X&g^ortance of IVequsnt dKsmimtions
a* &»rays
fe*

Cancer

1* Death rat#
£«
.
3#
K#

Search for a o w e
Advances made in treatment of patients

Infant lie Paralysis

1* Causes
2« Prevention and
cures
3* Pound ation for prevention and treatment
F* * Heart Diseases
1* tophsais on rheumatic' heart tro hie

A ll f i l m
l i s t e d c a n b e s e c u r e d fro m t h e
S t a t e f ilm lib r a r y *

2*

a*
b.
e*

timiiBB exertion
Diseased tonsils
Diseased adenoids

3* Prevention
k*

Cbr©»

$m

Fils# » Heart In...Aa%lo&
a*
W

Blood airottlabloft in. the
heart
Strains caused by unwise
exertion '

6* ' Anarieam Heart Association
a*
b*
7*

B*

Besearcb on prevention,
Beseareh on euros

Virginia SenatorI w s
.a* Where located
b#

Private

o*

state

Virginia Services
a.* Iureas
b# Doctors
o.f Clinics

*A1X films listed can be secured from tbe State
film

lib r a r y #

0#

Venereal Diseases
.X* limber affected
&« Why there should bo few oases
of those disease

3* Results of disease
Ij.* Cures
B#

Use of Aleoho!* Hare0ties
1». Kffeats os one’s efficioney
Bm Collect nempip er clippings
relating to accident#*
Eleventh Crude
Two

Periods for Week

Or
Seventy «■ Two Periods for Semester
Coxammity hygiene

A*

Whj wo have health examinations for
food handlers
X* Policy o f ,local community

B*

Policy followed concerning inspection
of restaurants, hotels, rest room, public

building, etc *
X« Local health ordinance
C*

Keeping our streets and public parka clean
and beautiful

X*

Responsibility of the individual

/?){

D*

Industrial health

1. individual insurance 2*
3*
H*

Health and safety program
Shorter working day
Development of laws protecting
workers
S* Worker1s compensation
6* Harmful industries in regard
to health

S.

III*

Slum conditions that exist in city
1* Try to discover actual conditions
2* tty Is it a threat to entire
community
3* What can and is being done to
eliminate them
If.* Try to discover how conditions
effect children from these areas

nutrition,
A* Film* ** Fundamentals of Diet
B*

A survey of what pupils eat for their
meals
1* Determine calorie content
2* What is desired content

C*

What foods make a. balanced diet
1* Good diet is necessary for utmost
efficiency
a* Film* - Human Race
(athletic and importance of milk)
b* A safe diet for reducing
c* Importance of good digestion in
our health
(1) Study of digestive system
d. 'Study and discussion of table manners
e. Study Pure Food and Drug Act

* All films listed can be secured from the State
film library*
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Twelfth Cradle
Two Periods Per f*?eefe

Or
Seventy ** T w o Periods Per Semester

1* Heatal attitudes
A*

B#

Finding the right job

1* Give Interest and vocational inventories
2* Discuss importance of finding ..job that
fits person's interest and ability
%bat make® up a personae personality

1* Give personality

test

Discuss way of improving one's personality
3* Discuss with group what traits make a
perz on likeable* respected* etc *
4* Discussion of results of test
&«

C*

Importance of self adjustment and emotional
stability
1# Bow a person may obtain and maintain
their qualities"
2* Dive Bell Adjustment Test
3* Discuss results of tests with
individuals
Xnportanco of developing a Philosophy of hit®
Helping pitp.il see need for this and’
helping them begin building a philosophy

1*

of U f o
III.* Personal Hygiene
km

Systems of body * * compare body to machine*
part systems play in making body function
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1*

Circulatory System

a*
b*
c*
d*
e*
f«

Film* •* - Circulation and Blood
What does blood do for the body
How is blood circulated
What is heart trouble
fake pulse before and after exercise
Explain how blood helps to cool and
heat the body

2*

Respiratory System
a. Film#
~ Respiration
b* Why rooms at times become stuffy
Cm Note temperature and ventilation of
school rooms
d* Cartoons drawn on improper mouth
breathing
Qm Diagram of respiratory system

3*

Skeleton. System
a. Note different types of skeleton class
b* Discuss function of skeleton
e* Growth of skeleton
dm Diseases and care

If* Muscular System
a* Film* - - Muscles
b* Demonstration of how muscles work
by heavy member of class picking up
heavy object
(1) Diagrams and pictures of muscles
c• Development and growth of muscles
d. How muscles may be strengthened, made
larger» made elastic, etc*
5.

Reproductive System
a* Difference in males and females
b. How do humans reproduce

All films may be secured from the State Film
library#
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General Regulations and Plans
Physical Education Requirement * ^ All students
are required to enroll and attain a satisfactory standard
of achievement- In the Physical Education classes for ten
semesters*

(Eighth grade through the twelfth grade*)

Health laminations ~ - All students will be
required to have a complete health examination prior to
the' opening of school*
Class Assignments

* All students who are

physically able will be required to take the regular
Physical Education courses*

Students who are not in

good health or who are seriously afflicted will be
required to take the course prescribed by their physician*
Physical Education Credit - - All students who
successfully attain a satisfactory standard of achievement

in the Physical Education class will receive one-half
unit credit per year toward .graduation*
unit credit© accepted for graduation#

A total of two

A student will

receive one-quarter unit credit each semester*
Class Schedule - «* All sports classes will meet

dally*
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Tins© of €X&saea - «* All classes will itart

five mim&0& after the beginning and close ton
before the end of the fifty minute ©lass period* •( Bach

student will have five minute© to dross before class
end ten minutes to shower and dress

at the close of

the period*)
Costume «* * All students will be required to

wear the following costume# unless, otherwise notifiedt
white t»sbirb% blue gym shorts» white wool ankle socks#
and canvas shoes with rubber solos of ankle height*

Bach student must supply his own unifcrm* Students will
be permitted to attend classes, only when outfitted
In the prescribed uniform unless otherwise excused#
Equipment **■ <*■ fhe school will provide equipment
needed for Physical Education classes-#
hookers ** ** hookers * if available# will bo
assigned at the first mao ting of the class in each
seisestor*

If lookers are not available bomb arx%angmat

will be made to insure the safe keeping of valuables#
clothing* ate#

Showers «* *# Students will 'be required to take a
bath after each class in Physical Education*
will furnish their own towels *

Students

29
tmmd&ring ** * Studenta will be required to have

1
their costumes laundered every two weeks *

Tardineas * ** Students who ere tardy for classes
will be required

to furnish the Instructor with an

excuse*
Conduct Objectives - **■ 411 activities that are
hold during the Physical Education Class or any activity
taught by the Physical Education instructor will be
conducted according to

social and hygienic standards*

Social and hygienic standards are considered those
standards of hygiene and social behavior which are
acceptable to present day society*

Furthermore, all

students will be required to conduct themselves according
to such standards*
Class Plan » *■ in the physical Education class
each student will be treated as an individual*

The

%tudent will be guided in activities which will satisfy
his individual needs and capacities and which will tend
to lead to a rlwell-rounded” individual*
Marking System * ~ The individual marks in the
various Physical Education classes will be based on the

S* 0* Staley The Currtoulua in Sports

(Champaign,, iSESle'r'stipe3 KSllching Company)
p» 230'

following factors?
1 « Performance Examination «* This examination.will

usually he given at the conclusion of each
activity* It is baaed oh how the individual'
conducts himself during the activity concluded*
2 * Written Examination ~ The written examination
will usually be given before the conclusion of
the activity*
3 »- Sportsmanship Estimate «* This will be mad© in
terms of the social standards of conduct
exhibited by the student^
4 * Demonstration Examination - This type of
examination will usually be given during the
period in which the activity to be demonstrated,
is taught# The pupil demonstrates some
phase of the activity to the other pupils*
$ ~ Healthmunship Estimate ~ This estimate will
be made in terms of the hygienic standards
of conduct exhibited by the student.**

6 - Term

Beports ** Each student may be required
to hand in a written report on a subject of
his own choosing yet on© that is related to
the activities he'has experienced in class*

The above factors do not have equal bearing on
the final mark as item number one is usually the most
important while the written examination is usully of
2 SbldU, P* 251
3 M * »

P* 252

least import*noe#

k

Baah factor 1b worth a certain number of
pointa depending upon the activity in relation to
its importsnee*

this will be explained further as

each grade*& activity is outlined#
06
73
oO
Less than

*
**
**
**

100points * » ** ■**® (Excellent)
85
IB
60

fl
n
**

p. 268

** "* * **S
* ** ■**■■**P
«* » ♦ ■*V

{BatIsfactory)
(Passing)
(Una&tisf&etory)

oiuwtm lit
c m m t o m m outline fob tub bigbxb m m B
First Semester
Special Hegulatione s M Plana

Class Sint - * There ana twenty ** nine boys
registered for this class *
Coattime » * The regulation gym suita described
previously*
Schedule of Activities:

Elementary Soccer * ** Beats Daily
September 3 through October 3
Virginia Achievement fasts '«* ** Moots Daily
October 6 through October 0
Blomontary Touch Football **■ « Moots Daily
October 9 through Movomber 7
^Elementary Vel-leybell ** * Meets Daily
Hovember 10 through December $

M - m m t m f Saehetball *■ ♦ Beets Daily
Dec ember 8 through January 30
Iota •

On days whan the activities scheduled

cannot be hold C rain or cold weather during fall season)
health or sports appreciation classes may bo subatifcufced*
^Activity* will bo held outdoors if weather permits,

otherwise, the -same activity will be in the gymnasium«
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Activity and Objectives

* Playing Elementary

Soccer according to social end hygienic standards*
Procedure * - Main tmrlmsie will be placed on
thB aoqtiisibion of individual skills#
Skills.to be experienced and

Materials of learning

ftulea of play

1 playfield
(660 feet by ij.00 foot)

Dribbling the ball
trapping the ball
foot trap
(Deft and right)
body trap
(cheat and aboiactetij

3 soccer balls
2 soccer goals
1 whistle

1 atop watch
Kicking
2 books on soccer'
Passing
foil-eying
throw ** inKicking goals
Corner kick
Penalty kick
Knowledge of-the technic
of play
Offensive and defensive

A penalty kick
A corner kick
A free kick

&
A goal kick
A throw ** in
Individual position play
Warming tip exercises
Conditioning
Sportsmanship
MssltbmmShip

Activity and objectives «* ** Flaying elementary
touch football according to social and hygienic standards*
Procedure * «* the main emphasis will bo placed onthe acquisition of individual akllla*
Mat orleia of...fearnlnr
Rules of play
Individual positions
3 volt footballs
forward passing
Z goal posts
Lateral passin
(while running

1 whistle

Backward passing
(while running)

X atop watch
2 books on touch football

Center pass

Running with ball
Bodging with ball
Blocking

Avoiding blockers

liaeelimcoua posters on
the bulletin board*
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Place kicking
Punting
Becslvlng mil kicks
Bseolvlng all passes
Recovering loose balls
Game strategy
$&rmlng*»tip exercises
Conditioning
Spor fcamansfeip
Baal tdnoonship
Activity and objectives <* ~ flaying elementary felley
ball according to social, and hygienic standards*
Procedure - •» the main emphasis will be placed on
the acquisition of individual skills#
Skills, to be eacocrleneed and

Materials of lear ni m

Hulas'of play

2 regulation outdoor

volley ball courts
notation of players

Underhand service
Setting up
Recovering hall from not
Position play

Placing carves

1 regulation indoor
volleyball court

2 hooka on volleyball
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Oame strategy
iTarming^np exorcises

Conditioning
3portasm.ahip
EealthiB&nship
M t i v i t y and objectives **■ *> playing elementary
bastebbsll and m m ® related activities aceor&ing to
social and hyglenie etend&rdd*

Fretednre ** ** the imtrn.©mplmeia will be placed
on the mquiBition of Individual skills*
Skills to bo exnerleraaed ami

Matertala.of learning

^3"5raFaS¥npi no' oe^eyeYeped
Buies of play

1 ewmm&ixm
Ithirty ** six by
seventy «*• two feet)

Chest passing
Sot shooting

Z

Coheat shot)

basketball goals with
nett

Bournes passing

3 basketballs

Foul shooting

1

Dribbling

1 whistle

Receiving chest pass

B books on basketball in

stop watch

the library
Receiving bounce pass

posters

hay up .shots

U i & m X X m m m

Back board p l & f

bulletin board*

to bo placed on the

Defense play
Pivoting
Strategy
Conditioning
Warming up exercises
Healthrsanship

Bpopbmmmhtp
Evaluation
Soccer' » ** Performnne examination to bo given
at the close of soccer season*

Bating? 0 «* 10 points*

Demonstration e&gttdnatlon on. a fundamental in soccer
that has bean stressed In class to bo given during
soccer season..

Bating?

0 *> XJp points*

Touch football **■ *• Performemce examination to

be given at

the close of touch football season*

C * 15 points*

Rating?

Written test on touch football rules*etc*

to be given at and of second weak of season*

Rating?

0 •* 5 points*
Volleyball ■«* •** Performance examination to be given

at the. close of volleyball season*

Bating? 0 «* 10 points
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Demonstration examination on some volleyball fundamental
that had been stressed in class to be given during
volleyball season*
Basketball

Bating t 0

10 points*

* Berformmrn examination to be

given at the .
,close of basketball, season#

Hating I

,O *20 points* Written tost on basketball rules* etc *f
to be given at end of second week of season# Bating:

0 *• 5 points *
Sportsmanship * ** will be made at the close of
semester*

Batingi 0 *'£ points#

MmXWm m B h l p t ** * will be made at the close of
semester*' Batingf O «* $ points*

#
fetal #•#* '•#>** >*• «*# -W «* <» #* «* •*» «* «* «* O ** 100 points*

#lf term report is required it will be valued 0 * 10 points*
Second Semester
Class site * ** there are twenty

nine boys in

this class*
Costume * * the regulation gym suits previously
described*
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Schedule of Activities*
Elementary tumbling ~ - Meets Bally
February 3 through February 20
Elementary wrestling «* «* Meets Daily
February 23 through March 12
^'Elementary softball -* «* Meets Dally
(related activities)
March 15 through April 2?
Virginia 'Achievement Tests
April 28 through April 30
Track and Field Events «- * Meets Daily
(related activities)
May 1 through May 30
Mote

«•> On days when the activities scheduled

cannot be held (rain or cold weather during season)
health or sports appreciation classes may be substituted.
^Activity will be held outdoors if weather permits,
otherwise, the same activity will be in the gymnasium.
Activity and objectives - ** performing individual
tumbling stunts (elementary) according to social and
hygienic standards.
Procedure * ~ the main emphasis will be placed
on the acquisition of individual skills.

Sq m % stand ** fir© e©e©nda

1|~ gym H£iab0
(five feet by ton foot}

ISXbow stand * five eseonds
P o m m

stand *► five seconds

2 books on tumbling in
the library

Rn©o stand <* five seconds

Miscellaneous pictures

Read stand -•* five seconds

placed on- the bulletin
board*

Hand stand «* fiv© seconds
Forward roll ** knees strait hb
Backward roll ** knees straight

Cartwheel *■ execution
Forward roll ~ legs crossed
Activity and objectives ~ * performing some elementary
skills in' wrestling and some related activities according
to social and hygienic standards#
. froeodure <* ■«* the main emphoaia will be placed on

the acquisition of individual skills*
Skills to be experienced and

Materials of learning

Warning up exercises

1 wrestll:
wrestling mat
(twenty foot by twenty
feet)

Changing position

Back pivot

2 books on wrestling in
the library

kl
Bridging

Miscellaneous posters

Shoulder roll

bulletin board#

to bo placed on the

All four aide roll
Assuming the following
positional
On guard
Before© hold
All fours
Taking opponent to a t

by following methods?
roobhall tackles
bog dive
front log look
Kick over
Forward grip
Crotch lift

■OoMitioBing
%>or tcmanshlp
HeuXthmanshlp

Activity and objectives ** * playing softball seeord*»
ing to social and hygienic standards*
Procedure ** ^ the main emphasis will be placed on the
acquisition of elementary skills*

Skills to.be.experienced and
uSSIIS^

Materials of-learning

tules of play

1 playfieXd
C06O feet by 1|.00 feet)

Catching
6 'softballs

Pitching

6 softball hats

First base

3 bases
Second base

2 catchers masks

Shortstop

2 catchers mlts
Third has©

2 first basemens

mits

heft field

2 hook© on rule.© to he
Center field
tight field
Throwing
(from., one to
seventy-five yards)
Batting
Catching ground halls
Catching fly halls
Base running
Strategy
Conditioning
Bealthmanahip
Sportsmanship

placed in the library
Miscellaneous posters to
he placed on the bulletin
hoard
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Activity and objectives * - five track and field
events and related activities to ha performed according

to social and hygienic standards *
Procedure - - the main emphasis will bo placed on

the acquisition of individual ©kills and conditioning*
•The five events arcs
e 75 yard dash
e 200 yard relay
e Banning broad jump
e Banning high jump

# Softball throw
e All standard© of achievement will bo baaed on the

individual1© ago* height* and weight#
Skills to. bo experienced and
IBiriliEalng vb

Materials of Iearning,

Warning up exercises

1 playfield
playfldd

(665 feet by lf.00 feet)
Conditioning

1 broad jump ptt
Starting
I high jump pit
Striding

3 softballs
Correct approach
X stop watch
Various types of jumping
The take off
Running relays

Methods of throwing ball
for distance

Evaluation
Tumbling ~ ♦ performance examination to be
given at the close of tumbling class*

Hating? 0 * 15

points*
Wrestling - ~ performance examination to be
given at the close of wrestling class*- Hating?
O' - 20 points*

Written test to be .given on wrestling

about half*way through the instruction*

Hating?

0 * 5 points*
Softball «* -■ performance examination -to be given
at close of softball season*

Eating? 0 «* 20 points*

Written test to be given on softball about the middle
of the season*

Eatings 0 ~ 5 points.

Track and field events •* ~ performance examination
to be given at close of track' season*
points*

Hating? 0 • 20

Written test to be given on track about the

middle of the season*

Bating? 0 * 5 points*

'Sportsmanship estimate «* ~ will be made at the
close of semester*

Bating? 0 * 5 points*

Healthmanship estimate «* * will be .made at the
close of semester.
Total «'

Rating? 0 » 5 points*

1QQ pOlntS*#

#Xf term report is required it will be valued 0 * 10 points*

CHAPTER IV
c m m i c m M i outline foe the ninth grade

Special Regulation and plans
First Semester
Class size - * there are twenty-two boys enrolled
in this class*
Costume • - the regulation suit previously described*
Schedule of Activities?
Semi ~ advanced soccer *» ~ Meets daily
September 8 through October 3
\

Virginia Physical Achievement Test
October 6 through October 8
Semi ~ advanced touch football ** * Meets daily
October 9 through November 7
c^Saml ** advanced tumbling and stunts ~ - Meets daily
^November 10 through December 5
- advanced basketball * * Meets daily
(related activities)
December 8 through January 30
Note *

on days when the activities scheduled cannot be

held (rain or cold weather) health or sports appreciation
classes will be substituted*
Advanced skills will be taught only if students have had
the elementary skills and techniques*
# Activity will be held outdoors if weather permits*
otherwise the same activity will be held in the gymnasium.

.Activity and- objectives - * playing, semi-advanced
soccer according to social and hygienic standards*
Procedure ** ** the main emphasis will be placed on
the ae<tulsitlen of individual shills and tea® technique*
Shills to he .experienced .and
5B85^

Materials of learnlnj

Rules of play

1 playfield
(660 feet by IpOO feet)

Review, of elementary shills

3 soccer balls
Shin strap
Z soccer goals
Thigh strap

1 whistle Heading

1 stop watch
Goal heaping
Offensive strategy
Defensive strategy
Game situation
Competition games
Ball control
Tea® plays
Conditioning

Z boohs on soccer in the
library

k-7

Healthmanship
Sport smanship
Activity and objectives - «• playing semi*advanced
touch football according to social and hygienic standards*
Procedure « - the main emphasis will "be placed
on the acquisition of individual skill and team' technique*
Skills to be experienced 'and
,
!
SS^sSan<IInis'"W'IKe developed

Materials ’of learning
m

-ftt

Buies of play

-**

(

by 400 feet)

Review elementary skills

3 footballs
Offensive’teem play

2 goal posts
.Defense against running plays

1 whistleDefense against pass plays

1 stop watch Pass protection

2 books on football in’
Bunt protection
Burning ten playsBeoeivirg punts
Team play on defense
Blocking kicks
Recovering loose balls
Team strategy

the library
Miscellaneous posters on
the bulletin board#

kB

Conditioning
Healthmanship
Sportsmanship
Activity and objectives ~ ■** performing Inter*
mediate tumbling stunts according to social and hygienic
standards*
Procedure «* * the main emphasis sill be placed on
the acquisition of individual skills.
Skills to he experienced and

Material of learning -

Beview of elementary skills

If

Series of forwards rolla
Chain roil forward

feet)
2 books on tumbling in
the library

Shoulder mount
Series of eertwbeels
Hanning, forward somersault
Som&reauit
Chost roll to head balance
Stick jump
Double elbow level
Backward roll

Miscellaneous posters to
be placed on the bulletin
board#

h9

Activity &**<* objectives * ** playing semi <* advanced
basketball and related activities according to social and
hygienic standarda.
Procedure ■* ** the main emphasis will be placed on
the acquisition of Individual skills and on team technique*
Skill a to- be ssosrfenced ..and

Materials of learning

Rules of play

1 gymnasium

Team: offense
Fast break,

(thirty feet by seventy*
two feet)
2 basketball goals with

nets
3 man weave

5

3 basketballs
man weave

1 stop watch.

2 m m cries cross
t whistle
Out of bound plays
Team, defense
Han to .man
Z o m defense
Switching man to man

2 books on basketball
in the library
Miscellaneous posters on
the bulletin board#

So

Evaluation
Soccer ■* * performance examination to be given

at the end of the season#

Bating* 0 ~ 20 points*

Written test on soccer to be given about the middle
of the season*

Rating: 0 ♦ 5 .points*

Touch football * - performance examination to
be given at the end of the season*
points*

Rating; 0 ** 20

Written test on touch football to be given

about the middle of the season*
Tumbling <*

Rating; 0 - 5 points*

performance examination in tumbling

to be given at the end of the class*

Rating: 0 ~ 1$

points*
Basketball * ~ performance examination in basketball
to be given at the end of the season.
points*

Rating: 0 - 20

Written teat on basketball to be given about the

middle of the season*

Eating: 0 * 5 points.

Healthmanship ** ~ will be made at the close of
the semester*

Ratings O- 5 points*

Sportsmanship ** the semester*
Total ~

Rating: 0

will be madeatthe close of
-

5 points*

~ ~ ~ -* *•«**.-*.-*****

o * 100 points.**

**If term report is required it will be valued 0 - 10 points*
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Second Semester
gpsel&l laguXations and Flans

Class siae * ** fchero are twenty *► two toys enrolled
In this class*
Costume * «* the regulation suit previously described*

Schedule ojf Activities!
Advanced volleyball * ** Hoots daily
February .3 through February 20

« Advanced ftroqtllng » ** Moots daily
February 23 through March 12
#Semi * advanced softball * * Moots daily
March 13 through April 2?
Virginia Physical Achievement f m t

May 1 through May 3
track. and field events ** «* Meets daily
May 3 through MayvJO

Hots ^ on days when the activities scheduled eannot ho
held ( rain or cold woafchcr) Health or sports appreciation
classes may he substituted*
^Advanced skills will be taught only if the students have

had. the elementary techniques*
^Activity will he held outdoors if weather permits# otherwise*

the earn® activity will be held in the gymnasia *

5a
Activity and objectives - - playing advanced
volleyball according to social and hygienic standards*
Procedure * '•* the main emphasis will be placed on
the acquisition of individual skills and team technique*
Skills to be experienced and
mdeyitanSISis
"to''¥e IfevefoSed
m•mmm*

Materials of learning

Review of elementary fundamentals

2 regulation outdoor

ii^numr*»ip

«

■'''Ml..m» I'lrorirwiin^i w r

tir,<im riiw mmm * m i■)■ ■■■

volleyball courts
Rules of play

1 regulation indoor
Team play
Handling low ball

volleyball court

2 books on volleyball
in the library

Rotating
Over head service
Passing
Handling high ball
Attack
Setting up
Defense
Spiking or Killing;
Team competition
Healtimanship
Sportsmanship
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Activity and objectives ** ~ to perform the art
of advanced wrestling according to social and hygienic
standards»
Procedure «* * the main emphasis will be placed
on the acquisition of individual skill*
Skills to be experienced and
S^ergVaSHn g a so Tie developed
Review of fundamental or
elementary skills

Materials of learning
jmj

m.rmwi«if w ii <c »in ■!i*wp,»i.<»!w*iW
fwj—iiiiii i i <11n.w

1 wrestling mat *
(twenty feet by
twenty feet)

Rules
Prevention of injuries

2 books on wrestling'
to be placed in the
library

Referees hold
Going behind and dropping
opponent
Reck and head holds
fraining drills
Relson holds
Pinning an opponent
Offensive fundamentals
Defensive fundamentals
Procedure from defensive
position
Double wrist locks
Holds from in front (kneeling)

Miscellaneous posters
to be put on the
bulletin board*

5k
$0iasoi? holds
Blocks and counters
Activity arid objectives * *

plying seal **■ advanced

softball aacording to social and hygienic strMerdfs*
Procedure ** ■» the main etoph&sle will bo placed on
the acquisition of individual skill and team technique *
Skills to bo experienced and
tSSSr^^

Materiala of loarrli

lulos of play

XplayfieId
{660 feat by 400

feet)

Review of elementary skills

6 softball hats
$h© advanced play off

Catcher

6 softballs

Pitcher

3 bases

First baseman

2catchers masks

Second b o m w m

8 catchers mlta

third'baseman

2 first baseman mite

Shorts lop

2 books on rules in
the library

heft fielder
Center fielder
Bight fielder
Base running
Coaching h m m

Tom strategy

Iliseellanooti posters to
bo placed on the bulletin
board#
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Knowledge of game
Bunting

Sliding
Infield team play
Outfield team play
Activity and objectives - ~ performing five
track and field events and related activities according
to social and hygienic standards*
Procedure * - the main emphasis will be placed on
the acquisition of more advanced individual skills and
team technique*
The five main events ares
#100 yard dash
#300 yard dash
#Bunning broad jump
#Bunning high jump
#Softball throw
#Ali standards of achievement will be based on the
individual*s age, weight,, and height*

Beviee of aitmteiifesry prooedur#

1 playfiaM

60 feet by i|.00

start

feet)
broad Jump pit

stride

1

Warming up exereleea

1 high jump pit-

COHdltlCffiiSkg

3 aoftbalie

Steps

1 step wateh

western roll in the high. Jon#
Eastern roll in the high jump

Scissors in- the high jump
Stance for 'throwing
Shift of weight 1» throwing

Evaluation

Volleyball ** ** perfonafleeee. e^aiiilnation in
volleyball to be given at the end of the e&eeea#
Bating! 0 -o 15 points*

&momtratlo& m m & m % i m k to

be given on volleyball about middle of the course*
Hating1 0 * 5 points*

Wrestling - - performance examination to be given
at the end of the course. Eating: 0 - 15 points.
Softball - * performance examination in softball
to be given at the end of the season* Eating: 0 - 20
points. Written test on softball to be given about the
middle of the season* Eating? 0 - 5 points.
Track .and field events - - performance -examination
to be given at the close of the track season. Eating?

0 - 20 points. Demonstration examination to be given
on track about the middle of the season. Bating? 0 - 5
points.
Healthmanship * - will be made at the close of
the semester* Bating.? 0 * 5 points.
Sportsmanship * - will be made at the close of
the semester. Bating? 0 - 5 points*
Total - * - - - - - - - - - - * — O' - 100 points
#If term report is required it will be valued 0 - 1 0 points.

chapter v

CBBRICNLXJM 0NTLINB FOB THE TEETH

ELEVENTH AID TWELFTH 0HADES
First Semester
Special'Regulations and flans

Class' siae - ■» there are thirty-three boys
enrolled in this class#
Costume - - regulation, gym suits described
previously*
Schedule of Activities %
^Advanced Football, or
^Advanced soccer^** - - Meets daily
September 8 through October 3
Virginia Achievement Tests
October 6 through October 8
Elementary Speed ball - - Meets daily
October 9 through November 7
Individual Athletics'^1* - - Meets daily
November 10 through December 5
^Advanced Basketball;- - Meets daily
^Advanced Volleyball1^
or. '^Advanced tumbling***
December 5 through January 30

lobe ^ * on days when the activities scheduled
cannot be held (rain or cold weather) health, or sports
appreciation, classes 'may be substituted *
^Advanced skills will be taught only if the
students 'have had the elementary skills*
^Activity will be outdoors if weather permitsf
otherwise,* the same: activity will be held in the .gymnasium.*
wvHv-students will select the activity they wish to
participate in provided they have had two previous
semesters work in each activity*
Activity and objectives - * playing either advanced
touch football or advanced soccer according to social and
hygienic standards*
Procedure ♦ «* the 'main emphasis will, be placed on
the acquisition of individual skills and team technique*
Also competition and team strategy*
Touch Football
Skills to be experienced .and

Materials of learning

t S e rstardihga'u

Buies of play
Bevlew of elementary skills

1 pl&yfield
(660 feet by lj.GO feet

60
J volt fdotballe

Ieviw oi s«i«*
advanced skills

0:goal posts

Pass .receiving

1 stop wmbah
Body blocks
1 whistle
Various formations
2 books on football in

the 'library

Competitive games

.Miscellaneous posters on
the bulletin board*

Strategy

OfTlelatlon
Sportsmanship
Ee&Xtimaoship
Soccer
Skills to

.and,

u g j ^ ^ u o v o l o p o d

Buies of play

Bovlow of elementary skills
Heview of ami^advaBoed skills

1 pleyfield
{660 feat by IpOG feet)

3 eeceer balls
2 soccer goals

licking variations
1 whistle
Trapping
Tackling

X stop watch

2 books on soccer in
Intercepting variations
Outside foot kick
Xnotep kick
Pivot instop kick
8©©& kick

the- library

Goal keeping
Competitive gomes
Game situations
Healthmanship
Sportsmanship
Activity and objectives ** ** playing elementary

speedball according to social and hygienic standards*
Procedure <* **■ emphasis will be placed on the
acquisition of Individual and advanced skills*
Skills to be. experienced .and
understandings to 'he'"developed
Rules of play

iat©rials of learni

Kicking

1 playfield
(660 feet by I4.OO
feet)

Bribbling

2 goals

Position

1 soccer ball

Catching

2 books on speedball

Heading
Stubbing
Pivoting
Trapping
Playing fly ball

.in the school
library
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Out of bounds
Offandive plays

Defensive plays
Heal thmanship
% o r t smanship
Activity and objectives - * performing various
individual activities according to social and hygienic
standards.
Procedure

the main emphasis will be placed

on individual strength

and achievement.*

Skills to be experienced, and

Harm up exercises
Standing broad jump
Pull ups

X playflaid
(660 feet by kOQ
feet)

Sit ups

1 gymnasium
(thirty-six feet by
seventy-two feet)

Hop* stept and jump

2 basketballs

Football pass (distance)
or
Free throw or shooting
In basketball

2 footballs
1 stop watch
1 whistle

Football pass (accuracy)
or
Baskets made in thirty
seconds *

63

Football punt
03?
Bops skipping
Middle distance races?
MiO yard dash
080 yard d&sh
Softball accuracy throw*
^Standards will be set up aeerdlBg to age* 'weight#
ete#9 therefore# a minimum standard cannot be set up at
this time#

Seniors for instance* would be expected to

perform better than Juniors end etc#
Activity and object ires * ** playing either Advanced
x’
basketball or advanced volleyball or performing tumbling
stunts according to social and hygienic st&nd&rda*
Procedure • **■ emphasis will be placed on competition
in the games and exacting performance in bumbling*

Basketball
Skills tp be experienced and
S55eS^

of learning

Review of fundamental and
advanced skill#
seventy ** two feet),

Buies of play
Offense maneuvers for:
2 ** 1 *• 2 sons
3 » 2 'B o m
2 * 3 sons '

2 basketball goals with
nets
3 basketballs

%

Switching man to m m

1 stop watch

Defense maneuvers fori
2 ** 1 ** 2 Eone
3 *■ 2 sons
2 * 3 2 «

1 whistle
2 books on basketball
'in the library

Switching man-to man

isiseellaneous posters
to be placed on bulletin

Officiating

board*

Score keeping
Competitive games
Conditioning
ilealthmanahlp
Sporfesx*unishtp
Volleyball
Skills to be experienced and
to be developed

xxndors-tamln&s

Be view of elementary and advanced
skill*

2 regulation outdoor
volleyball courts

Buies of play

1, regulation indoor
volleyball court

T m m play
3 volleyballs
Position
Passing
Underhand service
Side a m service

2 books on volleyball
In the library if
possible

6S

■Competitive games
Healthmanship

■Sportsmanship

fumbling
Skills to be experienced
'a5E,laE$@F5IH55$£Eiemioe^ ©
turn

Materials of learning

Heview of elementary skills

k gym mats
(five feet hy ten
feet)

developed

i
tiii|^i
tWnciiLiMiii^iiwu»w«iiMii>ii!i)iriii

Review of advanced skills
Head spring

Z hooks in the library
on tumbling

Building pyramids
Series of head springs
Hand spring
Series of hand springs
Front somersault
Series of front somersaults
Back somersault
Series of hack somersaults
twisting front somersault
Companion stunts *

Miscellaneous pictures
placed on the bulletin
board#
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jSvsluatSoa
Soeeer m

t&mh football * **■ p m f ^ m m m

® m m i m & S m to be gives at the m 4 of the .season*

Hating I 0 « go pointe* Bsmcaistpatlon teet
be given about the middle
§. «* 5 points*
Speedball ^

of

to

the season*. Bating f
ea^adxaatlon to be

p m t m m n m

given at the end of the sites*

Bating t 0 ** IS points#

D o w n s tnatlon test to be 'given about the middle of the

oousse*

Batina * 0 * 5 points* \

'Individual eaiualnatlona • *

pwfomsnse

examination to be given at the end of the olaea*
Sab tog S' 0

points*

Basketball# volleyball m

tumbling «*

performance

e&aadmtlon to be given at the end of the session#
Bating s 0 * 20 points .# Pesionstret ion test to- be gives
about’the middle of the session#

Bating t Q ** 5 points#'

SsalttMnship estimate ■* * will be made at’the
end of the semester*

Hating t 0 * 5 points*

SportmBonshlp estimate ** * will be made at the
end of the e w e s top*

$otal ,***■

Rating * 0 * 5 points*

'*#■ '
i
p
*
' *»■ *p- ■;#** » #*• ■*##■ pp -## ** -pfe. 0 ** 100' points*.'#

elf w l t t e n w a k Is vequlfed it will be valued
0 «• .10 points*

f**om

Second Semester

Special Regulations and Flans
class else * * there are thriby ** three boys
enrolled in this class #
I

Costume * * the regulation gym suit previously

described*

schedule of Activities*
oaAdvanoad Wrestling ■» *

leeta daily

February 3 through February 20
*H*$5port3 Techniques * - Beets daily
February 23 through larch 12
&eAdvanced Softball * * Meets daily
larch. 15 through April 2?
Virginia Achievement feats
April 28 through April JO

^Advanced Track and. Field Evonts * * Beets daily
Bay 1 through lay 30
lobe

m-mthat on days when activities e&nnct be

held ( rain or cold weather 3 health or sports appreciation
dlaaaea will be aubetituted#.

^Activity will be hold outdoors if weather permits*
otherwise* the same, activity will be held in the gyimmsitm*
##Advanoed skills will bo taught only it the students
have had the elementary techniques*
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m m y m i o m sports such as golf* tennis, boxing*, etc**
of the students own choosing*

The student will have to

furnish his own equipment until such time as the school
can supply it*
Actlvity and objectives -

performing the art

of advanced wrestling according to social and hygienic
standards*
Procedure - -«*■ emphasis will be placed on the mastery
of holds and defenses*
Shills to. be experienced .and
Beview of fundamental skills
Waist lock

Twisting hammerloek
Head scissors
Half nelson
Arm lock
Hook scissors
Half standing switch
High bridges
Old standard
Knowledge of fouls* etc*
Competitive wrestling
Condition to wrestle twelve minutes

laterials of learning'
1 wrestling mat
(twenty feet by twenty
feet)
2 books on wrestling in
the library
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Healtbmanshlp
Sport smanship
Activity -and objectives * «* playing golf, tennis*
and performing, the art of boxing according to social and
hygienic standards*
Procedure - * emphasis will be placed on the
acquisition of individual skills*

Golf
(Elementary and Advanced)
Skills to bo experienced -.and
'
udders^'SHims,r:to:he'"developed

Materials of learning

Knowledge of play
Individual and group

1

"

~

feet)
Orip
Stance

1 gymnasium
(thirty*six feet by
seventy*two feet)

Balance
Blue of flight
Putter (back and forward swing)
flashie (back and forward swing)
Mid - iron (back and forward swing)
Approach shots
Pee shots ( woods )
(Driver or brassis)

Miscellaneous posters
on the bulletin board
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Tom.i®
(Hememtary and Advaaood)

Skills

.to be

Genoral

experienced

Imowledge

and

of ploy

Materials of, learning

3 regulation tennis
courts

Buies
Miscellaneous pesters
to bo plaood on'the
bulletin board#

Grips
Receiving stance

Bowing ibano#
Service

W m e h m d drive
Backhand litres
Th® volley ar.d ground ball
Court strategy

■Single play

strategy

Gcuble play and strategy
Baseline. play
Hot play

Th® lob
\

Overhead smash
Chop ® % m m

Conditioning
lloaltteanahip
SportSKiencbip

Boxing
(Bloxmntmy and Mvanosd)
Skill*.
.to. bo ,s»©rlmood. and

imaoratandini^a to 151. develop
Buies
Ruining,
Stance

Positions

if- gym
Tfivo foot by ton

foot')
1 wrestling mat
{twenty m o t by
t m m b y fast)

Advance and retreat

1 stop watch

Blocking &*£ ducking

1 whistle

Leading
Single blow©
Feinting
Clinching

Combination Blows
Sing strategy
B m of the loft hrnd

Has ot tbs right h m M
Defensive tactics

Footwork and use of logs
Counter ptmohlixg
Cppereuts

Crouch and weave

Left handed boxing
(Defense and offana#}

MmlttmmBhip
sportsmanship
Activity and objectives 5 playing softball according
to social 'and hygienic standards *

Procedure * emphasis will bo placed on the individual
skill and competitive play*.
Skills to be experienced .and,

Materials of learning

Rules

1

Review of alamantapy skills

playfleM
(660 feet by
fset)

Review of adoaneod skills

6

Infield play
(individual and team}

6 softballs

IfOG

softball beta

3 bases
Outfield play
{individual and team)

2 catchers masks

Advanced bass running

2 catchers mlfcs

Advanced sliding

2 first basdsans mite

Inspiring

2

books on softball in
tbs library

soars keeping
foam competition

Miscellaneous pasters to
be pieced on the bulletin
board*

Condition

Healthmanship
Sportsmanship
Activity and objectives - - performing track and
field events according to social and hygienic standards.
Procedure

-* emphasis will be placed on individual

achievement.

‘

...

,
......

*leneed and
_ . ,¥e'^Set^pped

Review of elementary skills
Review of advanced skills

1 playfield
(660 feet by I4.OO
feet)

How to warm up properly

1 broad jump pit

Competitive racing

Xtigt jump pit

Competitive jumping

3 softballs

^-Minimum 100 yard dash

I stop watch

^Minimum 300 yard relay

1 tape measure

^Minimum running broad jump
^Minimum ruiming high jump
^Minimum softball throw
Middle distance races
Shot put
Discus throw
Javelin throw
i*Minlmums' will be set up In these events according
to the age* weight* height, -etc., of the individual pupils*

Evaluation
Wrestling

- performance examination to be given

at the close of the class*
Sports techniques

Eatings 0 * 20 points*
* performance examination to

be given at the end of the class*

Eatings 0 ~ 15 points*

Demonstration test on sports techniques to be given at
the middle of the session*

Rating: 0 • 5 points*

.Softball * ■* performance examination to be .given
at the close of the season*

Rating: 0 - 20 points*

Demonstration test to be given about the middle of the
season*

Rating? 0 ~ 5 points*
Track and field events * - performance examination

to be given at the close of the season*
points*

Rating? 0 • 20

Demonstration test to be given aboutthe middle

of the track season*

Rating? 0 **■ 5 points*

Healthmanship estimate - -* will be made at the
close of the semester*

Rating: 0 ** 5 points*

Sportsmanship estimate *
close of the semester*
Total

will be made at the

Rating? 0 ** 5 points*
100 points*^

*~Term report if required will be valued from

0 to 10 points*

CHAPTER VI
RELATED ABB SUPPBEMBMTARY ACTIVITIES

Bow Organised Games, Contests* and Relays
Definition «* ~ Bow organised games are games or
activities that do not require the skill and organisation
that sports require*

This type of game is necessary in

all programs so that it can he substituted for the regular
activity at any time*

(If a period is, cut short by an

assembly one of these games can be substituted*)
The following are the low organised games which may
be substituted in the curriculum when the regularly
scheduled activity Is impracticable?
.Sideline basketball and scramble basketball
'Basketball golf
Basketball target throw
Box basketball
Basketball dodge ball and guarded 21 all score
Basketball pass for accuracy
Captive ball
Clock basketball
Foul shooting and pin ball
Miscellaneous games?
Bodge ball
Wheel barrow hockey
Circle pass and crabwalk hockey
Attack and weak horse
Chain dodge ball and broncho tag
Tether ball and hot hard
One out and bombardment
Snatch the handkerchief and ..shoe scramble
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Contest gamesi
Stick wrestle,, stick turn* stick pull and balance
Swat *em* and Rooster fight
Mounted wrestle, hand wrestle, human tug of war
and elbow struggle
Full hands, hack to back push,, between leg and
mounted boxing
Relayst
Knock down ring push, sitting push out of circle
and diz&y Xzzj
Football push-up relay, wheel barrow relay and crab
walk relay
Man carry relay and pick* a *back relay
Baseball type games:
V * base and three base ball
Over the line softball and through the line baseball
Snap ball
Screen ball
Bat ball .and cork bail
Slap ball and german bat ball
Clothes pin ball and rounders .-and twenty*one
Kick ball
Skee baseball
Kick pin ball and punch softball
Football and soccer type games:
Rotating touch football and soccer dodge ball
Sideline soccer
Base soccer
Single line soccer
American ball
Mass soccer
Football speed ball
Handkerchief son© football
Indoor touch football
Football punting duel
Met type games:
Four man volleyball and cage ball
Shower ball
Cross ball
Hand net tennis
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fhe Adapted Sports Program

Since every student is required to take Physical
Education an adaptive or corrective program Is a necessity#
It so happens that

m

per eon is physically handicapped

in Smlthfield High School#

The Instructor should work

in close harmony with the t^^o.physician In such cases#
If possible it would fee advisable .to haws all those
with a handicap .in, one class and call .It an. adapted sports
class#

.Each student could then work,

m

the remedial

exercises advised for M m *
Hie afflicted pupil

m m

act as an official in many

athletic contests and games* as a 'manager of teams* or
some other similar job that will .give the student some
satisfaction as well aa help him meet others and help
him s u m w l his affliction*
Hie Intramural Program
A Physical Mucfttlcm iregraiit cannot fee couplet#
without a well-rounded l&tMram&ftX program whore all the
students can compete on fairly even terms#

Activity in

the intramural program should fee conducted in a. manner so
as to comply with social and hygienic standards#**
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Intramurals should be a voluntary,
extra-curricular activity in the school*

A true

intramural program will be run after school hours
rather than during the class periods*

Hie intramural

program is not a substitute for Physical Education but
it is an integral, part of the program*

'The properly

organised intramural program will take the majority of
spectators out of the stands and put them on active
teams*
A*

Aims and objectives of an intramural program
1. To develop sportsmanship
2* To develop fellowship
3* To stimulate better health through
physical activity
4* To develop a love of sports through
active participation
5* To create a desire for higher scholarship
and increased interest in the general
school program
6* To develop a carry over value in. all ..sports
T* To stimulate the average pupil to take' an '
active part in activities rather than a
passive part*

B*

Organisation of an Intraimiral program
1* The program will be directly under the
supervision of the Physical Education
Instructor
Two student managers (seniors) and a
publicity manager will work with the
instructor* The various teams will also
have managers accountable to the head
student manager*
2* The team managers will be responsible for
seeing that teams are present and also for
providing a scorer and timer when necessary*
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fto student manager shall see that team
managers are notified when, they .or-©
scheduled to play end malio sur© officials
and the necessary equipment are on hand.

3*the entire boys*.student body is divided
into ten teams according to alee# Every
student has an opportunity- to play on
some team, The teams are'-divided Into two
league© CAmerican and national) and boys
compete only in their Xeagae* Other methods
of arranging teams hmm h m n tried * such as*
by class* Physical Education classes* and
free team competition but the suggested
method seems most successful*
•0* Eligibility
1* So
on
2* Ho
pm

meitser of a varsity team m y participate
an intramural team in the acme ©port
member of a .junior varsity team may
ttcipabe to an intramural team In the

sen© sport
1* %©re arc no scholastic eligibility rules
if.. A student may not play on more than' one
team

Exception!
If a boy is capable enough to play
with beys larger than his else"
classification he will be allowed
to play on his original team as- well
m one of the teams of laager boys*
D# Officials and vretests

l*fhe officials for various games will be chosen
from members of the varsity team# Whenever*
possible officials will bo chosen also from~
the students who are m t physically able to
participate*
A team point plan can bo used* fho following scoring
plan has been devised s

1st place

(each event)

2nd place

{each event)

75

3rd place

{each event)

50

X00

4th place

{each event)

25-

J>th place

(each event}.

0

Calisthenics and Searching Brills
It will be noted that Calisthenics m d Marching

Prills have been omitted from the regularly scheduled
activity*

However* this does not mean that calisthenics

will not he given <* they may come at the beginning of
.each period as a part of the warning up exercises*
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